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Spatial Digital Data Submission Directives 

Frequently Asked Questions (7.0) 

 

General 

Q1.  What is the intent of the Spatial Data Directives? 

A1.  The Spatial Data Directives specify that the forest industry must submit spatial data to Forestry Division 

with key attributes. Agriculture and Forestry’s (AF) Forest Stewardship and Trade Branch (FSTB) access to 

such data will allow for the efficient validation of key data sets used for a number of business functions 

including Alberta Regeneration Information System (ARIS) validation (e.g. harvest areas and area 

harvested), timber supply analysis and monitoring of harvest operations as well as fire behaviour modeling.  

The data will also prove invaluable for reporting of FSTB statistics and as evidence in audits with the Office 

of the Auditor General (OAG), as well as third party auditors. The data will also be beneficial for use by field 

staff in support of a variety of business functions. 

Q2.  What are the major changes made to AF, Forest Policy, 2015, No. 1? 

A2.  Instead of accepting both shapefile and FGDB formats, only FGDBs will be accepted. Disposition holders 

will have to use supplied templates instead of submitting their own formats and cross-walk tables. 

Submissions that fail to meet the standards must be re-submitted within thirty (30) days of the notification 

that the submission failed. How data is submitted is moved to the individual directives. 

Q3.  What are the major changes made to AF, Forest Policy, 2015, No. 2? 

A3.  There are no major changes, but schema tables have been created to better reflect what is to be submitted 

to the Government of Alberta for SDD No. 2.  

Q4.  What are the major changes made to AF, Forest Policy, 2015, No. 3? 

A4.  Only information on harvested areas and post-harvest anthropogenic disturbances will be captured. 

Residuals and naturally non-forested areas will be “holes” in the data. No information will be collected on 

leave patches. This is the single biggest change from the previous SDD No. 3. All data submissions must 

be made through the Spatial Data Directives Submission Portal. 

Q5.  What are the major changes made to AF, Forest Policy, 2015, No. 4? 

A5.  Fields and values were re-arranged, but the same basic information is collected. Removed 

NSR_RETREAT field. Chemical site preparation and aerial stand tending were combined. All data 

submissions must be made through the Spatial Data Directives Submission Portal. 

Q6.  What are the major changes made to Chapter 4 – Standards and Specifications for Capturing 

Timber Harvesting Activities? 

A6.  The emphasis is on capturing harvested area only. Internal boundary capture was clarified (Section 

4.4.1.3). Minimum polygon size was removed (Section 4.4.1.3). Disposition holders are free to determine 

the minimum polygon size for exclusions. The skid clearance date replaces harvest year. 

  

https://www.alberta.ca/spatial-data-directives-submission-portal.aspx
https://www.alberta.ca/spatial-data-directives-submission-portal.aspx
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Applicability 

Q7.  Do these Directives apply to all companies or just the ones harvesting over 10,000m3/year? 

A7.  The Directives will apply to all disposition holders harvesting over 10,000 m3/year of timber on Crown land 

and who are responsible for carrying out subsequent reforestation. 

Q8.  What will be spatial data requirements for FRIAA? 

A8.  FRIAA and/or its service providers will adhere to the Spatial Data Directive for Silviculture Activities (No. 4), 

including the planting of genetically improved seedlings, herbicide applications and re-treatments. 

Standards 

Q9.  What data format is accepted? 

A9.  Data must be delivered in a zipped Esri File Geodatabase (FGDB) derived from templates provided by 

FSTB through a download from the Spatial Data Directives Submission Portal. 

Q10.  Are all the fields required or are some of them optional? 

A10.  All fields are required and must be populated for Final Harvest Areas, FHP, AOP, and As-Builts.  

For Silvicultural Activities, select fields must be populated depending on the activity being reported. The 

rules for required fields is detailed in Data Formats, Business Rules and Topology Rules for CCP/SAP 

Submissions and Guidelines for Data Formats for AOP/FHP/ASB Submissions. 

Q11.  What is the minimum polygon size? 

A11.  There is no minimum polygon size. Disposition holders are free to determine the minimum polygon size  

for exclusions. 

Q12.  Who ensures compliance to the standard? 

A12.  FSTB will be responsible for ensuring compliance to the standards for all data sets. 

Q13.  Why won’t Forestry Division allow the use of satellite imagery in final harvest area boundary 

delineation? 

A13.  Satellite imagery could be used as long as it meets the specifications. 

Q14.  Why can’t sub-meter accuracy GPS’s be used for final harvest area boundaries?  

A14.  In Forestry Division’s experience, it is difficult to apply standards and to quality control GPS boundaries. 

The Department has determined that the most accurate method of capturing final harvest area boundaries 

is with stereo digital imagery in a softcopy environment. This methodology aligns with Alberta Vegetation 

Inventory standards. In addition, the imagery provides an ongoing, permanent record of the original harvest 

event. 

Q15.  What will be source of truth for “net harvest area” in ARIS? Should the interpreted area replace the 

as-built area obtained from GPS? Will industry have to submit justifications for all area changes on 

an individual harvest area basis?  

A15.  The area obtained from the interpreted boundary will be the ultimate source of truth and would replace net 

harvest area in ARIS without justification as long as the interpretation has been accepted by Forestry 

Division. 

Q16.  In terms of area, how will updates to the harvest areas be dealt with on FMA’s and non-FMA FMU’s? 

For example, wellsites/ pipelines, etc. 

A16.  Updates to harvest areas will be dealt with in the RSA process. 

https://www.alberta.ca/spatial-data-directives-submission-portal.aspx
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Data Submissions 

Q17.  Where do disposition holders make CCP, SAP, FHP, AOP, and As-Built submissions? 

A17.  FSTB’s Spatial Data Directives Submission Portal enables Disposition Holders to submit Final Harvest 

Areas (CCP), Silvicultural Activities (SAP), Final Harvest Plans (FHP), Annual Operating Plans, and  

As-Builts to the government in accordance with the Spatial Data Directives. FHP, AOP, and As-Built 

datasets will be submitted in the OTH category.  

Q18.  How do we acquire an account for the Spatial Data Directives Submission Portal? 

A18.  Prior to being allowed to submit SDD data, a company representative must obtain an account. This account 

provides basic identifying information for the company submitting data submissions. There are two steps 

involved in obtaining an account. You must first obtain a MyAlberta Digital ID for Business (MABI) account.  

The MABI account provides standard access and security functions in order to use a variety of Government 

of Alberta services including the SDD Submission Portal. The SDD Portal Account is used to track 

submissions and submission validation status. Each data submission you upload to the portal is linked to 

this account information.  

You will be able to create an SDD account once you have your valid MABI account. The SDD account 

creation process requires providing some basic contact information to support the submission and tracking 

process. Once you fill in the required information the SDD administrator will review the information and 

either approve or reject your request. The administrator will contact you through the account information 

provided to indicate the status of your account request. 

Q19.  Where do we find the templates for CCP and SAP submissions? 

A19.  FSTB has created data templates for CCP and SAP datasets as well as guidelines. The templates are 

available on the portal’s Data Provider web page. The document Data Formats, Business Rules and 

Topology Rules for CCP/SAP Submissions is published on the portal page. 

Q20.  What is the process to get an extension for Final Harvest Area updates? 

A20.  Directive No. 3 Final Harvest Area Digital Data Submissions states- “All final harvest area boundaries must 

be submitted on May 15th within two (2) years from the reforestation clock start date, or as agreed to, in 

writing, by the Executive Director, Forest Stewardship and Trade Branch.” If an extension is required, you 

will need to seek the approval of the Executive Director of the Forest Stewardship and Trade Branch. 

Q21.  If errors are found in the data, who notifies the data owner and follows up? 

A21. Notification of errors for Final Harvest Areas and Silvicultural Activities will depend on where in the QC 

evaluation the errors are detected. An initial automated QC process checks for basic errors, and if 

detected, an automated email is sent to the provider with a link to error logs. In the geomatics and business 

QC a manual review is performed and if errors are detected the auditor will reject the submission.  

The auditor will email an  error report to the data provider. Re-submission of the data is required within 

thirty (30) days of the notification of failure. Issues with FHP, AOP, and As-Built data will continue to be 

communicated through the forest areas.  

Q22.  Who will audit industry’s interpretation for the final harvest area boundary? What is the audit 

protocol? Will industry be formally notified that interpretation is accepted? 

A22.  FSTB will be responsible for auditing the final harvest area submissions. The audit protocols are outlined in 

Appendix 1 of Data Formats, Business Rules and Topology Rules for CCP/SAP Submissions. Companies 

will be notified of acceptance for submitted files by email once the audit is completed. 

Q23.  Does Forestry Division get both hardcopy maps AND spatial data? 

A23.  The Spatial Digital Data Directives speak to spatial digital data submission requirements. The requirements 

for hardcopy maps are specified in the Operating Ground Rules (OGRs). 

https://www.alberta.ca/spatial-data-directives-submission-portal.aspx
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Q24.  Where do we find the templates for AOP/FHP/ASB submissions? 

A24.  FSTB has created data templates for AOP/FHP/ASB datasets as well as guidelines. The templates as well 

as the document Spatial Data Directives Guidelines for Data Formats for AOP/FHP/ASB Submissions v7a 

is published on the portal webpage under Documents and Templates. 

Q25.  For roads, what spatial data exactly will be required (e.g. as-built in block vs. inter-block roads vs. 

temporary roads)? 

A25.  The requirement for inter-block roads is outlined in directive AF, Forestry Policy, 2015, No.2.  

An inter-block road is any temporary road that extends through a harvest area to reach another harvest 

area. It ends at the edge of the last harvest area connected to the road. Temporary roads are defined as 

roads that are part of a harvest area or that connect harvest areas and are built, used and reclaimed before 

the expiry of the Annual Operating Plan (AOP) or reclaimed within three years of construction. (See Figure 

1 in the Guidelines for Data Formats for an example submission.) 

Q26.  What would trigger the re-submission of spatial data for SDD No. 2? 

A26.  OGRs currently separate AOP amendments into Major or Minor Amendments, with Major Amendments 

requiring an approval to a proposed change/ addition to the plan, and Minor Amendments requiring a 

notification to the Department from the company (so long as the amendment is validated).  

Those amendments that meet the criteria to be considered Major Amendments MUST have spatial data 

submitted with them. Major Amendments significantly change the approved AOP, and include changes 

such as (but not limited to): 

• changing harvest area size by more than 5% for openings > 10ha or by more than 0.5ha when 

opening <= 10ha; 

• deletions to a harvest area that will cause the variance to exceed the 20% allowable threshold; 

• moving exterior harvest area roads more than 2 right of way widths from the original proposed road. 

Only the harvest areas that are changed need to resubmitted (i.e. resubmission of the entire compartment 

is not required). 

Q27.  Isn't it redundant to ask for both a Forest Harvest Plan and an Annual Operating Plan? 

A27.  Spatial and attribute data are required for the Forest Harvest Plans. However, the Annual Operating Plan 

submission can be simply a table (in FGDB format) listing the opening numbers that the company proposes 

to harvest in the current timber year. The table can be linked back to the FHP spatial data. In cases where 

there is no FHP, AOPs must be a spatial submission as per the FHP directive. 

Q28.  How will text files be handled (e.g. those with harvest area comments)? 

A28.  The submission of harvest area comments files is not required, although if submitted, the text files would be 

stored along with the spatial data files. There is no intent to distribute them. 

Q29.  The As-Built and the Final Harvest Area submissions both represent the final harvest area 

boundary. Why are two submissions required? 

A29.  The As-Built is a requirement under the OGRs and can be captured using either GPS or imagery.  

The Department has determined that the most accurate method of capturing final harvest area boundaries 

is with stereo digital imagery in a softcopy environment. This methodology aligns with Alberta Vegetation 

Inventory standards. In addition, the image provides an ongoing, permanent record of the original harvest 

event. Historically, harvest area boundaries have been captured multiple times for various purposes.  

The intent is to capture the final boundary once. The final boundary can serve multiple purposes, including 

incorporation into the next inventory, for use in forest management plans, for retention tracking and for 

meeting Regeneration Standards of Alberta (RSA) requirements. 
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Q30.  If I can fly the harvest areas and get a final harvest area boundary in the year after operations, do I 

still have to submit the as-built and the final, or just the final? 

A30.  If you can capture aerial imagery and get the harvest areas interpreted in the first year, you will submit it as 

a final submission, but also include the Final Harvest boundary in the As-Built dataset as ‘HARVESTED’ in 

the ‘BLK_STATUS’ field. The planned and harvested areas are needed in one dataset so that variance 

calculations can be made. The As-Builts also include important information regarding reclaimed inter-block 

roads and watercourse crossings. 

Q31.  Does the disposition holder or the spray company have to submit complete spray information? 

A31.  The disposition holder must supply the digital spray data. For the purposes of monitoring where aerial 

spraying occurred, FSTB is requesting the original or unedited flight information that originates from the 

spray aircraft where spraying has occurred be submitted. FSTB will not contact the various spray 

companies but rather work with those disposition holders who were approved to apply aerial herbicides. 

FSTB recognizes that spray lines outside of a harvest area boundary may not necessarily imply that 

chemical was applied there. Disposition holders should ensure that the sprayed harvest area boundaries 

are submitted if those boundaries are not currently in the system. 

Q32.  If there are two different seedlots of Stream 2 seedlings planted in a mixed bag manner in an 

opening, how do they need to be depicted spatially? 

A32.  If you are planting Stream 2 seedlings from two different seedlots, you only need to capture the area where 

the seedlings were planted. You should, however, have both seedlots recorded in the database. The fields 

SEEDLOT_2 and SEEDLOT_3 are meant to capture that information. 

Access to the Data 

Q33.  Who can access data? 

A33.  All Forestry Division employees will have access to the data. 

Data Distribution 

Q34.  How will the data be deployed? 

A34.  Once the data is compiled FSTB will deploy it as an FGDB through Layer Manager. Regional offices will 

deploy the data to meet their staff requirements. 
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